[Collective movement of ions in cytoplasm].
Theoretical model of transmission in cytoplasm of self consistent electric-and magnetic waves of millimeter-infrared range have been developed; cytoplasm ions surrounded by water molecule "fur-coats" being the main carriers of these waves. It has been discovered that not only own long-wave transverse waves, but also linear waves which are not able to leave cytoplasm can exist in tissues of living organisms. Frequencies and logarithmic decrements of such perturbation have been found, and it has been shown that these frequencies approach the ion fluctuation frequencies inside the "fur-coats". Laser radiation movement in bioobjects on the indicated frequencies has been analyzed, and it was detected the existence of no penetrative stripes of waves into bodies. The new mechanism of swinging of cytoplasm own fluctuation based on the existence of the extreme border of the ion movement area has been proposed. It has been shown that having this mechanism the electric field magnitude of linear waves is six-seven degrees larger than Plank fluctuation level.